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 2019 / 2018العام الدراشي                            وزارة الربية 
اللغة اإجليسية : اجال الدراشي                                       

الثامن  الصف                         التوجيه الفي للغة ااجليسية
 شاعتان:السمن                               جرييامتحان 
صفحات  (6)اأشئلة ي                                                           الفصل الدراشي اأولامتحان 

 

======================================================================== 
 Total Mark ( 60 ) 

I. Reading ( 30 Marks ) 

A. Vocabulary ( 14 Marks ) 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4×2=8 Ms) 
1. The …………….. is an imaginary line that halves the Earth into two parts. 

          a. equator  b. session c. gravity d. illusion 

2. It is better to wear …………….. clothes while travelling. 

           a. oval b. fictional c. casual d. astonished 

3. The government …….………the poor and provides them with basic needs. 

        a. quits b. houses  c. demotes               d. floats  

4. Kuwait is my beloved country. I’m …………….. proud of it. 

          a. frequently b. recently c. unfairly d. extremely 

 

b. Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:(4×1½=6 Ms) 
 
                      (  furious – carpet – skills – separate – sprinting  ) 

5. The most expensive …….………in the world was sold for two million dollars. 

6. …….……… is running very fast over a short distance. 

7. The woman got…….……… because the housemaid broke the valuable vase. 

8. This project needs professional …….……… to be done properly. 

 
 

 れやキゲヘヨャや –  ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΗや– ギハやヲボャや – ゲΒらバわャや  ヶよゅわムャや  
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ノよゅゎ  / ァクヲヨルヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ラΗや るピヤャや    るΑゴΒヤィ     ( ブダャやリョゅんャや     )     るΒルゅんャや るエヘダャや
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 B. Reading Comprehension ( 16 Ms ) 

Read the following passage carefully then answer the question below:  

               Twenty years ago, kids in schools had never even heard of the internet. Now, I 

will bet you cannot find a single person in your school who has not at least heard of it. The 

'net' in internet really stands for network. A network is two or more computers connected 

together so that information can be shared or sent from one computer to another. The 

internet is a vast resource for all types of information. You may enjoy using it to do 

research for a school project, download your favourite songs or communicate with friends 

and family. Information is accessed through web pages that companies, organizations and 

individuals create and post. Anyone can put anything on the internet, so you have to be 

careful and use your judgment and common sense. 

      Therefore, you have to be sure that whoever posted the information knows what 

they are talking about, especially if you are doing research! If you are just emailing 

people, you still have to be very careful. If you have never met the person that you are 

communicating with online, you could be on dangerous ground! You should never give 

out any personal information to someone you do not know, not even your name! And just 

like you can't believe the information on every website out there.  

    

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:- (6x 2=12 marks)  
 

9. The best title for this passage is : 

 a. Websites    
 b. The internet  
 c. The world   
 d. Friends  
 
10. The underlined word  "another" in the 1st paragraph refers to:  

 a. person     
b. school         
c. information  
d. computer 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     るんャゅんャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

11. The underlined word " vast" in the 1st paragraph means: 

 a. safe     

b. huge        

c. different   

d. dangerous  
 

12. The purpose of the writer is to: 

 a. persuade us to join the internet    
b. inform us about web pages 

   c. explain how internet works    
d. give advice on how to use the internet carefully           

 
13- When you send personal information to someone you do not know, then you are:   

           a. standing on dangerous ground             
b. downloading songs                                                      
c. doing research                                              
d. accessing information 
 

14- All the following statements are TRUE except:  

 a. We can share information on the internet.        
b. Anyone can put anything on the internet.  

          c. All the information on the internet is true       
d.  Never give personal information on the internet.  
 

b. Answer the following questions:- (2x2=4 Ms ) 

15- What does the word ‘net’ stand for? 

……………………………………………………………………………..…………… 

16- How is information accessed? 

……………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     ヮバよやゲャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 II. Writing ( 30 Ms )  

A. Grammar ( 11Ms ) 

a. Choose the correct answer from the words in the brackets:(4×1=4 Ms) 

         17- (To be - Being - Be) a loyal friend helps you to have successful relationships. 

Recently, people (have lost - are lost - losing) a lot of true communication because of the 

social media. Sending WhatsApp messages isn't as emotional ( more - most - as) face to 

face talking. It is important to keep in touch with others, (doesn't it - wasn't it - isn't it )? 

 

b. Do as shown between brackets:(3×2=6Ms) 

18- My friends have lived in Jahra for ten years.                                     (Ask a question) 

……………………………………………………………………………..…………… 

19- The managers sent some e-mails to the employees.                    (Complete/passive) 

……………………………………………………………………………..…………… 

20- Fahd (walk) along the beach when he met his friends.               (Correct the verb) 

……………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     るジョゅガャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

B- Writing (20 Ms) 
 
 

"It's better to see something once than hear about it a thousand times. " 

In not less than ( 10 sentences ), plan and write a composition of two paragraphs about 

"Tourist attractions in Kuwait ", mentioning the most popular ones, when the best time 

to visit them is and why. 

 
(Plan 3 Ms) 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     るシキゅジャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
Write your topic here: 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Rubrics Mark Total 
Pre-writing techniques (mind mapping / graphic organiziers) 3   
Exposition of ideas and coherence. 10  
Paragraphing and number of sentences. 3  
Grammar     1  
Spelling     1  20 
Handwriting and punctuation.     2  

 
 
 
 

End of Exam 
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الثامن  الصف                        التوجيه الفي للغة ااجليسية
 شاعتان:السمن                              جرييامتحان 
صفحات  (6)اأشئلة ي                                                                 الفصل الدراشي اأولامتحان 

 

======================================================================== 
 Total Mark ( 60 ) 

I. Reading ( 30 Marks ) 

A. Vocabulary ( 14 Marks ) 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4×2=8 Ms) 
1. The …………….. is an imaginary line that halves the Earth into two parts. 

          a. equator  b. session c. gravity d. illusion 

2. It is better to wear …………….. clothes while travelling. 

           a. oval b. fictional c. casual d. astonished 

3. The government …….………the poor and provides them with basic needs. 

        a. quits b. houses  c. demotes               d. floats  

4. Kuwait is my beloved country. I’m …………….. proud of it. 

          a. frequently b. recently c. unfairly d. extremely 

 

b. Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:(4×1½=6 Ms) 
 

 ( furious – carpet – skills – separate – sprinting  ) 

5. The most expensive  carpet  in the world was sold for two million dollars. 

6. sprinting   is running very fast over a short distance. 

7. The woman got  furious because the housemaid broke the valuable vase. 

8. This project needs professional skills to be done properly. 

 
 

 れやキゲヘヨャや –  ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΗや– ギハやヲボャや – ゲΒらバわャや  ヶよゅわムャや  

 ヮよゅィや ァクヲヨル
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ノよゅゎ  / ァクヲヨルヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ラΗや るピヤャや    るΑゴΒヤィ     ( ブダャやリョゅんャや     )     るΒルゅんャや るエヘダャや
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 B. Reading Comprehension ( 16 Ms ) 

Read the following passage carefully then answer the question below:  

               Twenty years ago, kids in schools had never even heard of the internet. Now, I 

will bet you cannot find a single person in your school who has not at least heard of it. 

The 'net' in internet really stands for network. A network is two or more computers 

connected together so that information can be shared or sent from one computer to 

another. The internet is a vast resource for all types of information. You may enjoy using 

it to do research for a school project, download your favourite songs or communicate with 

friends and family. Information is accessed through web pages that companies, 

organizations and individuals create and post. Anyone can put anything on the internet, so 

you have to be careful and use your judgment and common sense. 

      Therefore, you have to be sure that whoever posted the information knows what 

they are talking about, especially if you are doing research! If you are just emailing 

people, you still have to be very careful. If you have never met the person that you are 

communicating with online, you could be on dangerous ground! You should never give 

out any personal information to someone you do not know, not even your name! And just 

like you can't believe the information on every website out there.  

    

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:- (6x 2=12 marks)  
 

9. The best title for this passage is : 

 a. Websites    
 b. The internet  
 c. The world   
 d. Friends  
 
10. The underlined word  "another" in the 1st paragraph refers to:  

 a. person     
b. school         
c. information  
d. computer 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     るんャゅんャや るエヘダャや

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

11. The underlined word " vast" in the 1st paragraph means: 

 a. safe     

b. huge        

c. different   

d. dangerous  
 

12. The purpose of the writer is to: 

 a. persuade us to join the internet    
b. inform us about web pages 

   c. explain how internet works    
d. give advice on how to use the internet carefully           

 
13- When you send personal information to someone you do not know, then you are:   

           a. standing on dangerous ground             
b. downloading songs                                                      
c. doing research                                              
d. accessing information 
 

14- All the following statements are TRUE except:  

 a. We can share information on the internet.        
b. Anyone can put anything on the internet.  

          c. All the information on the internet is true       
d.  Never give personal information on the internet.  
 

b. Answer the following questions:- (2x2=4 Ms ) 

15- What does the word ‘net’ stand for? 

……… The 'net' in internet really stands for network …………… 

16- How is information accessed? 

…. Information is accessed through web pages that companies, organizations and 

individuals create and post … 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     ヮバよやゲャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 II. Writing ( 30 Ms )  

A. Grammar ( 11Ms ) 

a. Choose the correct answer from the words in the brackets:(4×1=4 Ms) 

         17-(To be - Being - Be) a loyal friend helps you to have successful relationships. 

Recently, people (have lost - are lost - losing) a lot of true communication  because of the 

social media. Sending WhatsApp messages isn't as emotional ( more - most - as) face to 

face talking. It is important to keep in touch with others, (doesn't it - wasn't it - isn't it  )? 

 

b. Do as shown between brackets:(3×2=6Ms) 

18- My friends have lived in Jahra for ten years.                                     (Ask a question) 

………For how long have your friends lived in Jahra?……….. 

19- The managers sent some e-mails to the employees.                    (Complete/passive) 

Some e-mails were sent to the employees (by the manager). 

20- Fahd (walk)  along the beach when he met his friends.               (Correct the verb) 

………was walking…………………….…………………………………………….. 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     るジョゅガャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

B- Writing (20 Ms) 
 
 

"It's better to see something once than hear about it a thousand times. " 

In not less than ( 10 sentences ), plan and write a composition of two paragraphs about 

"Tourist attractions in Kuwait ", mentioning the most popular ones, when the best time 

to visit them is and why. 

 
(Plan 3 Ms) 
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ノよゅゎ  /ラΗや るピヤャや ヶらΑゲイゎ ケゅらわカや ァクヲヨル    るΑゴΒヤィ     (リョゅんャや ブダャや     )     るシキゅジャや るエヘダャや
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 
Write your topic here: 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Rubrics Mark Total 
Pre-writing techniques (mind mapping / graphic organiziers) 3   
Exposition of ideas and coherence. 10  
Paragraphing and number of sentences. 3  
Grammar     1  
Spelling     1  20 
Handwriting and punctuation.     2  

 
 2 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format  
 Off point planning/topic receive zero 

 
 
 

End of Exam 


